
REMARKS 

01' THE 

IDEAIJSTIC EXTENSIONS 0)1 I.INGUISTIC SCIENCE 

Under the direction of Amado Alonso the PhiloJogical lnsti
tute of the University of Buenos Aires has shown special in
terest in the field of Stylistics. The interest is embodied in a 
coup]e of volumes, both of so general a nature as to raise fun
damental questions in this region. An lnt·roducción a la Estilís
tica Romance, composed of essays by K. Vossler and L. Spitzer 
in Spanish dress together with a bibliographical article by H. 
Hatzfeld, exemplifies the science as a whole; and Oh. BaIJy's 
and Elise Richter's essays in EZ lmpreaioniamo en el Lenguaje, 
show how the methods of Stylistic research would apply to a 
particular problem. In the second volume A. Alonso and R. 
Lida give us the sum of the whole matter in a long essay enti
tled EZ Ooncepto lingiUBtico del lmpreaion·iBmo. The sum of the 
matter is surprising: there is no such thing as linguistic impres
sionism : « el lenguaje mismo no puede ser impresionista ». But, 
lest so trenchant a negation should prove disheartening, the 
ess~yists go on to assert that, despite the fruitlessness of the 
main research, the acience of Stylistics has been advanced: 

pues estos perspicaces f;ilólogos, mientras se esforzaban vana
mente en ftjar los lindes y determinaciones lógicas del lenguaje 
impresionista, han ido señalando numerosos ;rasgos estilísticos 
mµy ajenos al trat.amiento meramente gramatical, e interpretan
dolos a la luz de intereses psfoológico11 y estéticos. La. Estilística 
lea debe por ello un importante avance. 

We bow to superior knowle<lge. And, of course, the case is 
not unknown in science, that a research should prove va.in in 
itself but give important collateral results. From the vain ima
ginations of alchemists chemistry arose, and from astrology 
astronomy; from witch-doctoring, medicine. Yet the pJain man 
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cannot but ask himself what is the worth of a science which 
sends its devotees in search of what is not there to find {and 
the bibliography of lingnistic impressionism covers ten pagesl); 
and how rigorous is the method which gives eight mntnally 
irreconcilable answers to the same question ( for señores Alon
so and Lida discover just so many definitions of impression• 
ism) ! This is very dift'erent from what we ha.ve experienced in 
phonological research or any of the older branches of philologic
al study. In them, even if we debate the inferences (as in the 
Substratum Theory of Ascoli), tbe terms of the argument are 
tbe same and known to us. But in work in this new manner we 
cannot be sure that even the word « Stylistics » means the same 
thing to dift'erept philologists ; the marsballing of evidence 
and methods of inference dift'er from almost the opening sen
tences of an essay. V ery sweeping deductions are drawn from 
observations which we were taught to regard as slender; one 
hears ofnational character as displayed in language, of Weltan
scham1,ngen, and of single phrases which are the key to an 
author's whole work. One ascribes « Bescheidenheit », for exam
ple, to the Spanish people on the evidence of such a form as 
usted; but one does not stop to considerwhethei" usted has the 
same aft'ective value as the v. m. of the seventeenth century, 
whether the observance of social distinctions in tbat a.ge was 
due to the modesty of the speaker or his sense of what courte
sies were due to himself, or whether a people as such is capa.
ble of having qualities. The Spanish Jew says el Dio when the 
Christian says IJios, but it seems hazardous to connect this 
with the Weltanschauung of the two religions. Dios may seem a 
plural to those who say el Dio and so to distinguish polytheists 
from Jewish monotheists; but it is just as much due to a mere 
habit of saying prayers in Latin (aetert1e atque omnipotens Deus 
- a vocativa, ratber than a nominative DEUS, I tbink), or not 
doing so. Italian Iddio, Catalan Déu, a.nd Rnmanian Dumnezeu 
cannot be construed as criticisms of the apparent plurality of 
the Spanish Dios. Ob!lervations of this sort a.re interesting, 
nndouhtedly ; but they a.re also unsettling, for to the pla.in man 
there seems to be a severe disproportion between the premiss 
and the conclusion. 
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The strength and attractiveness of the new methods lies in 
the recognition that language is the everpresent attribute of a 
human being. Whatever he does, thinks, feels, hopes, imagines, 
all that materially or immaterially concerns him, must bave its 
eounterpart in language, since qua human being he is always a 
speaking being. The territory of philology is thus vastly great
er than the comparatively restricted terrain occupied by the 
Young Grammarians. They investigated the sounds of which 
speech is composed, the form s assumed by words and the varie
ties of significance attached to each form, the way words grow 
from each other and the changes of their significance. But all 
this was done, though with great skill, without an experiential 
context. It might be urged that they did not study language at 
all, but only tbe elements out of wbich it is composed, since 
language is inseparably one of the processes of mind and it 
comes forth completely phrased and in a context. The idealistic 
Tesearcher fully grasps this fact, and infers that there will be a 
Iinguistic aspect of every human experience; and he concludes 
justly. As in so many cases, A. Meillet has fonnd a jndi
cious formula which does honour where honour is due, wben he 
remarks that these specnlations bave an element ofreal value: 
« il faut lui savoir gré d'avoir afflrmé que le p1·oblème existe, et 
qu'il y a lieu de I'étudier, en somme d'avoir largement contri
bué à ouvrir la fenêtre et à donner de l'ai r à la linguistique » '. 
The question at issue is: with what kinds of significance is our 
speecb charged, and with what certitude may we make affirma
tions concerning them. 

lt is relevant, then, to consider what bappens wben we speak, 
taking our oration as a whole, unanalysed. lt may be worth 
thinking on these lines, even at the risk of repeating the firat 
pages of an elementary text-book, and even thougb be wbo 

1 MEILLET on VOSSLER (the connection between language and civiliza
tion), quoted with approval by I. IORDAN, I,atroduoere in Studiul Limbilo1· 
Bomaniof, Iaai, 1932, p. 126. M1nLLBT none the less n11es the word « dan
gerensea• in the clanse immediately preceding. Iorgu IORDAN's admira
ble book has been tranalated into Engliah by John Oaa, Londou, 1937, 
which ahould be consulted by any Romance linguist who cannot read Ru
¡:nanian. He has muoh to say on the new lingniatia tendenoiea. 
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writes is in this field an unspecialized student. For unless our 
basic distinctions are comprehensible to the plain main, unless 
they require as little specialized intelligence as Euclid's axioma 
and postulates, then not only will the unpretentious student be 
confused (and he has a just right to a clear explanation from 
the specialists), but also the notion of Stylistics and kindred 
matters will vary, as they now do, from one investiga tor to an
other, no common good resulting. 

We ha.ve to consider what happens when we speak. Emil 
Winkler's approach, in his Stylistik, has long seemed to me the 
one most likely to lead to an agreement, and, in its simplicity, 
tbe least likely to conceal some false assumption. He draws a 
diagram to show our experience stands to tbe verbal ex pression 
we give it. One may well begin with a diagram in the land óf 
Ramon Llull, who drew so many. Winkler's diagram, however, 
related the phenomenon to the speaker only ; and tbat is, I am 
convincecl, falling short of speech. For speech is composed of 
comprehensible symbols, and he who comprehends, or fa-ils to, 
is not the speaker but the listener. To each EGO there must cor
respond a 'l'U; speech is dialogue, and monologue is only reflexi
ve dialogue. For the speaker does not bimself require to employ 
intelligible symbols, the effect of wbich wonld only be to convey 
to bis mind an impression which be has already received directly 
from t.he phenomcmon itself. W ere he to utter souncls only to 
please himself, they would more likely be exclamations giving 
vent to unanalysed emotion, tban intelligible symbols wbich are 
superfluous. The full diagram of speech, therefore, will assign 
roles to Tu, as well as EGO, and will be something like this: 

Impression (Iii) Expression (E) Impression (li) Phenomenon (P) 
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A Phenomenon (P) prod11ces an impression (l i) on the mind 
of the speaker which he conveys in an expression composed of 
intelligible symbols (E) so as to convey an impression (I ii) to 
the mind of the listener. To parts of the phenomenon corre
spond parts of the expression and the two impressions. 

The impression in the mind of TU is both logical and emotion
al. He has understood EGO's intelligible symbols in three ways, 
namely: 

l) in their logical sense as conveying information, 
2) in so fa.r as there are symbols used to denote affective 

values, and 
3) .a certain snrpJus of significance not symbolicaUy repre-

1Jented, which TU receives because he too is a.n a.rtist in words, 
and is intuitively sympathetic with the thought-processes of 
EGO. 

It will be evident from the diagram that we should not for
get this sympathy is incomplete. The mind of TU is somewhat 
different from that of EGO, and his impression does not entireJy 
correspond with EGo's expression, EGo's impression or the ori
ginal phenomenon. 

l) The informative or logical vaJue of the sentence, in so far 
as it concerns the arrangement in order of the sym bols, is the 
fteld of Syntax. EGO analyses his impression of the phenome
non into parts which he arranges in a linear fashion for the be
neflt of TU. In this way we may begin tb" study of Syntax 
from the starting-point of the sentence as a whoJe: in pJace of 
the oJd Greek conception of an order of words, we bave the 
conception of a nnited sentence which es divided. To pursue 
this thought further is to reach the notion of « parts of speecb» 
not U11like that of ancient grammarians, with the soJe dif
fereñ.ce that we recognize no autonomous unit but the sentence. 
Thus, there is a phenomenon to be expressed : every sentence 
will express a phenomenon, but not every sentence will possess 
a verb, if the phenomenon be adequateJy expresseu without 
one. Still there ilf normally an element set apart to denote 
phenomenality, and that element is the verb. Once the mind 
can separate this element from the whoJe impression, there re
main things which can be named in di.tferent relations with the 
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phenomenon proper ; these are nouns in their cases. One can 
detect some source, agent or cause in most phenomena ; otten 
also something wholly and inertly determined by the action of 
the verb, and also something affected by it, bot not without the 
possibility of sotne reaction. Thus the Agent, Patient and Reci
pient cases of nouns declare themselves. Highly inflected lan
guages possess other <<cases» which are really not such. The 
genitive, for instance, wbich attaches noun to noun, does not 
denote a relation to tbe phenomenon, and is properly an adjec
tive. So to naciniiento de Oriato corresponds in Serbian ,·odenje 
Hriatovo, where Hristovo is formally an adjective. In Basque 
aud Chinese the genitive and the relativa clause bave the same 
symbol (Basque -en, Chienese ti); the relati ve clause is an ad
jective. In el que lleg6 aye1· nos avia6, el que lleg6 ayer has the 
function of naming something in a particular relation to the 
phenomenon, and tberefore is a noun. The chiefdifference which 
resolts from taking tbe sentence as the unit of Syntax, and not 
the word, is that the forms taken by words will not unduly 
influence onr description of their functions. Though Oriato is a 
noun, de Oristo is an adjective, because that is its function; but 
el que lleg6 ayer is a noun, as it stands to nos avia6, though 
itself capable of further analysis. 

As the relation between tbe parts of the wbole sentence is 
not only expressed by order, but often by form (enclitics or ter
minations), it is clear that Morphology helongs to the same 
stndy as Syntax, as expressive of meaning. Enclitics bring 
words onder the accent of some dominant word, and so also 
prefixes and suffixes group significant elements (tbough not 
worcls) onder a dominant accent; tbere is no cause for treating 
of the enclítics as Syntax, bot t.be prefixes and suffixes a11 Mor
phology, in another place. Morphology classifles words by sound 
and sense. These classes interfere with phonetic development 
on the one hand (morphophonology), and symbolize meaning on 
the other (morphosyntax); bot for Morphology itself there is 
no separate place in linguistic science, though there may be 
one due to convenience when one treats a specific language. In 
such a language as Chinese, Morphology vanishes. 

2) All languages bave developed symbols to connote affective 
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values. The study of linguistic symbolism in this respect is the 
deld marked out by Oh. Bally for his Styliatiqu.e : 

La stylistique étudie done les faits d'expression du Iangage 
au point de vue de Ieur cont.ena aft'ectif, c'est-à-dire, l'expression 
des faits de la sensibilité par le langage et l'action des faits de 
langage sur la sensibilité '. 

It is a st,udy which can be objectively conducted, since the 
affective symbols bave fl..x:ed conventional values, and asser
tions made here bave the sa.me « scientific » quality as those for
merly ma.de concerning phonology, morphology or syntax by 
the Young Grammarians. But this study Iies on the extreme 
limit oflinguistic «acience». Language goes beyond the límits 
of objective study, and accompanies the mind into the higher 
realm of art. Philologists have, in recent times, sought to follow 
its flight. The greatest cause for uncertainty in accepting their 
conclusions seems to me the failure to notice that an intellec
tual frontier has been crossed. The lf scientific >> positivism, 
which has its place in the study of symbols of fixed objective 
value, is out of place in the more fluid realm of intuitive under
standing. The philologist, if he is not to be deemed an intruder 
in the realms of literary criticism, social history, or psycbology, 
must learn to modera.te and condition his assertions in the 
manner long since discovered to be proper to tbe more clelicate 
humane studies. 

« Science », in our modern acceptation of the term, is lesa 
than knowledge. Tbere are many things known which are not 
known. to «acience» or in a « scientific >> manner. Science deals 
with things that can be measured, weighed or pondered. Science, 
according to a recent authority : 

is most clearly defi.iled by saying that it is fi.rstly a vast col
lection of facta expreased in exact and unambiguous language in 
such a manner tbat anyone who cares to take the trouble can 
t.est theirtruth; and secondly a collection ofrules or laws which 
express the connection between these facts •. 

• Traitl de 8tyli1tiqm1 Jran9ai1e, 2e ISd., p. 16. 

• F. SRKRWOOD TAYLOR, TM World of Boience, London, 1936, p. l. 
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The older philology drew its peculiar strength from tbe fact 
that it kept witbin this formula. Thanks largely to the example 
of evolutionary biologists, it wa.s possible to collect a vast num
ber of unambiguous facts, and to formulate rules or la.ws to 
connect them. These rnles function, not perhaps « without ex
ceptions », as the old saying went, but as norms which are 
generally valid; they function even in tbe writings of philolo
gists who ha.ve affected to repudiate the sound-laws. But there 
a.re many facts which are not of this nature : there are facts 
which depend on a context or a previous understanding, and 
there are facts which are different to different people. They 
cannot be made into a vast collection, for tben they lose their 
essence; nor can tbeybe tested by anyone who cares to take the 
trouble. They lie outside the province of « science », and yet 
they can be known in their own way, and they require lan
guage for communication. The linguist.jnstifiably follows such 
facts; but he unjustifiably, in my opinion, makes assertions 
about them in the old positive « scientific >> fashion. 

3) TU is also a creator of expressions and so a fellow-artist 
with EGO. Through what EGO says his mind reaches out to the 
phenomenon itself, and he knows bow this phenomenon would 
impress himtielf. He will not be impressed exactly as EGO has 
been, and be may even misunderstand EGO by substituting 
what would bave been bis own impression. The diffi.culty hu
man beings find in understanding each other is notorious. Still, 
beca.use '.l'U is an artist he is able to gather a) an impression of 
EGo's meaning beyoncl what is expressed in conventional sym
bols, and b) perhaps an impression of tbings not consciously 
present in EGo's mind, though in various ways implícit in his 
expression. The first falls within the realm of knowledge, but 
not of « science ». What we know of EGo's intention beyond 
the symbols he uses is relative and often indefinite. We may 
say << a little relaxation is a good thing », dulce est desipere in. 
loco, or << don't keep the bow always bent». So far as the intel
ligible symbols are concerned, they are of much the same logic
al and affective value. Yet each phrase has its own effects, 
thougb not always the same effect in all contexts. The Latin 
phrase, for instance, will be considered genial and intimate by 
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TU if he is a Latinist, but arrogant if he is not; and TU will 
gauge pretty accurately EGo's intention, since he knows what 
he would mean himselfby similar conduct. An author who uses 
a rare word rarely gives it a signifl.cance dift'erent from that 
given by an author who uses the rare word frequently. In the 
one case the aft'ective value lies in the word itself as it occurs, 
in the other it is part of a style aft'ecting rareness, but indivi
dually counts for lesa. Wheter a word occurs rarely or frequent
ly is not properly a matter for a word-count; it is known intu
itively. To discover on the a.rtistic plane what was EGO's full 
intention, allowing due place to intuition and buman sympathy, 
is a part of knowledge, but not of objective acience; and the 
philologist will only go astray and leacl others with bim, if be 
employ in tbis sphere bis old assertive language, or if he try to 
load on linguistic observations alone inferences which should 
bave a wider basis. The art of interpreting EGO's intentions 
may be called Hermeneutics. 

As to the other possibility indicated, the discovery of sig
niftcance beyond EGo's conscious intention, I must make my 
suggestion with due reservations. What is there in poetry that 
makes it poetry T The poet conveys his meaning in Jogical and 
aft'ective symbols, and he produces on the listener's mind an 
impression of the beauty or passion that fills his own. But he 
moves him yet more. He ex:ceeds the orator by a divi1mm quid; 
not so wise as a philosopber, he seems to possess an inspired 
wisdom. His language is charged with a significance which 
eludes investigation; a signiflcance that is felt to be something 
more than what wemay learn, even relatively, ofhis intentions 
by the art of Hermeneutics. The best-loved poeta meant what 
they meant, but they a.re accompanied by a chorus of echoes 
which they owe to posterity, so tbat it is nex:t to impossible to 
read them according to tbeir superficial meaning. Vergil tells 
us tbat Aeneas saw the Trojan War depicted on a wall at Car
thage, and halted and weeping: 

« Quie iam locus>>, inquit, << Achate, 
quae regio in terris nostri ~on plena laboris T 
En Priamna ! Sunt hic etiam sua praemia laudi ; 
sunt lacrimae rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt. 
Solve metua ; feret haece aliquam tibi fama salutem. >> 
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He may ·bave meant : 

Is there any phace, any region on earth, Achates, not filled 
with the report of onr warlike toils 7 Look at Príam! Even bere 
in Carthage he 1·eceives the rewards proper to his renown ; tears 
am shed for his misfortunes, and his death moves men's minds 
to pity. Cease to fear; you will ftnd a kind of salvation in this 
sort of fame. 

The sense of tbe second last line, in its context, seems to 
be encouraging;; it is better to be remembered sorrowfully tban 
to be forgotten altogether. Yet sunt lacrirnae re,·urn means some
tbing other and more moving than that. There is music and 
intensity in the line beyond anything Vergil may bave con
sciously meant, and yet it was put there by Vergil. (< N ature's 
tears and the mortal sadness of mankind >> has been discovered 
in that music by posterity, and, I think, justly so. The music is 
not merely one of sounrls. It is noticeable that when a man 
does not understand a language, he is generally convinced that 
its sounds are rlisagreeable or at hest tedions. French seems a 
nasal snarl, ltalian a sibilant buzz; Rubén Darío tllought there 
could be no worse fate for Spanish Americans than to learn 
<< barbarous >> English : 

Tantos millones de hombres, , hablammos inglés T 

The music aml persuasiveness of poetry, even tbe best, is 
not lilelf-evident, but is connected witb the meaning. It dawns 
on the reader when he has pierced tbrongh the symbols to the 
poet's impression, it grows as he enriches his miml with more 
and more vivid conceptions, ami it reaches perfection when it 
,lominates bim as a thing immortally veritable in itself. The 
consummate poet's artistry reacbes beyond symbols and con
text, and bis expressions are cbarged witb unlimited signi
ficance, << wingèd words >>, paraules vives, capa.ble of revealing 
new charms and profounder beanties to a sensitive mind. 

WILLIAM J. ENTWISTLE 
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